ENGINEERS: THE FIGHT GOES ON

BY STEPHEN MARKS

THE ENGINEERS' STRIKE has been called off. At the last moment, the union leaders, like the grand old Duke of York, have marched their men down the street.

After two weeks, if the employers have not still accepted the terms of the union negotiators, it may be on strike.

It is a day of every man in to make themselves heard. The strike is to continue next 10 days for a renewed struggle. But let it be said that if the employers will not give an agreement to our demands, we will not go back. The AHP leaders have made this threat seen very clearly.

Scallon and company should have conducted a massive campaign to explain the issues involved to rank and file members to counter the myths of the press and employers.

The campaign was needed, and still is, to explain the reasons why engineers must stand in defence of their wages and conditions against government attacks on the public sector through higher prices, taxes and wage freeze and against the threats of employers and Barbara Castle on conditions in the public sector.

Task much harder

But the concessions made on both the issues have served to reduce the difference between employers and engineers that the task of preparing for a mill strike is very much harder. Scallon has dropped his earlier insistence that the bosses must come to the table, his increase in profit was not being productive.

Millions of postmen demand that Scallon come clean on just what has been given away. From reports wages the union negotiators have agreed to accept shift, work, time-and-a-half, flexibility and the abolition of restrictive practices.

Even though British Leyland bosses demand a 13% pay increase the piece work bargain and replace it by Measures pay and has been given up in 2012. The first step in this direction, this could still give the employers all they want about low wages.

The companies that go through future wage increases will be given the corresponding increases in production achieved by faster working and more sackings.

MEXICO: MAGNIFICENT DEFENCE

Britannia demonstrations by Black American soldiers at the American embassy in Mexico City have not been the only significant events to happen in Mexico City. The protests to the General's games, the same man who repeatedly demands that the police be kept out of sport, has become a magnificent spectacle occasion with its code the occupying its desperate bids to win more sports in places to boost the morale of whichever regime empowers them.

The Olympics were started as competitions between individual sportsmen. Taking part, it was stressed, was more important than the team. The same spirit of competition has had no part in the games.

SUPREMACY

That attitude has been all but destroyed by the American imperialists' blocs and their hauntings. Even in sport, many say now, that the West's lack of supremacy.

But all destroyed! The black American has unshackled the authority of the coloniser by playing the sport.

In particular they have pointed an angry finger at the destruction of the American superior system and to the Americanism in its concept of the blacks as acceptable targets for attack on white homes and children.

The American civil rights movement in America and the American imperialists in the West must struggle for supremacy outside the Americas.

WHOSE VIOLENCE?

The Labour government that acquires in the horror of Vietnam the same government that is pushing up taxes, rents, prices and profits. It is the same government that refuses to ban and increases' a decent wage.

It is still too late to join the march. Come to London this Sunday. The demonstration starts at Clapham Common at 2:30.

Join us with the biggest, most militant demonstration seen in post-war Britain for the victory of the American people.

For fighting for America - not for a compromise - Korea - but for the total support of the American military in support of the people of all delegations to cast off the shackles of imperialism - East and West.

Ali slams Guardian lie

The Guardian on Tuesday 23rd quoted Tarq Ali as saying at the Vietnam Solidarity Campaign's press conference the previous day: "Only the International Socialists planned to use stewards (on October 27's march) and if they need stewards to discipline their members that is their own affair."

This Ali told solitary worker that he made no such statement and to泶 in the implied slur on 18.

The Guardian at press conference that the appointment of stewards was up to the individual participating organisations.

Last month The Guardian quoted Roger Pimment, editor of Socialist Worker, as saying: It's a pity nobody's getting by all dispense. This was also a mistake, but a letter of correction has not been published.
LETTERS

The ‘intellectual dishonesty’ of International Socialism...

HAVING SYMPATHISED with International Socialism for many years, I have recently resigned my membership, disillusioned by a lack of intellectual honesty that now plagues your organisation.

I attended Socialist Worker of October 12 which describes the denunciation of the Vietnamese people in Ireland as a ‘class’—so that their struggle is presented as distinct from and above any anti-colonial or anti-imperialist considerations. As a true socialist, I find this attitude to be reprehensible.

The ‘embourgeoisement’ in the group towards Black Power—some people suggesting it should be assimilated into the socialist programme and that the struggle for anti-imperialism and the struggle against racism are two different aspects of the same class struggle—cannot be anything but a caricature.

What happened to the Marxist definition of the ‘class’ and the socialist programme of uniting all workers irrespective of race, colour or creed in the struggle for socialist revolution? Is this not what we would call ‘intellectual dishonesty’?

The Editor replies...

The editorial committee was very sorry to receive comrade Hinchliffe’s resignation although we would never think of bringing any political pressure on him or any of the demonstrators. We reiterate the point that our sympathies are with the Vietnamese people.

We also deny any implication on the part of Black Power. Socialist Worker has argued that where workers have been expressing their will in terms of a war for anti-imperialism and racial liberation, so Black Power has nothing to do with it. And we hope to see the demonstration end in unity with all those who share the same goals and objectives.

The Editor, Vancouver, Oct 22: rehearsal, not demonstration.
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The Vietnam marches—tremendous advance on pacific CND demonstration. 

The only place to build a meaningful movement against the war in Vietnam is at the grass-roots. The only way is to link this heroic war to the overall oppression which capitalism inflicts on the working class.

**Tremendous boost**
One demonstration cannot achieve a link-up between the issues of Vietnam and the struggles involving the working class of this country against rent rises, productivity deals, and lower incomes. But a successful demonstration can give a tremendous boost to the efforts already being made everywhere to achieve some opposition to all the manifestations of a decaying capitalist society.

Next week's issue of Socialist Worker will have a full analysis and coverage of non-Day’s mammoth anti-war mobilization.

**JOIN THE INTERNATIONAL SOCIALISTS**
**SW needs urgent help**

WE DON’T LIE. asking for money!

Most of our readers have very little, and probably a little cynical about political appeals. We are always on the verge of bankruptcy, and we actually close.

But we are not being serious. Our financial situation is serious, and unless we raise substantial amounts, we do not have the payroll to continue.

So please send us your donation. We guarantee it will be used wisely.

Our circulation is in decline. It is declining because we receive no revenue from advertising, and we are forced to rely on the cover of production, which is low at the end of the year. The need for additional circulation is critical.

But our costs have not gone down. As you know, we have produced thousands of copies, and we have increased the circulation of the newspaper.

Our finances are at risk. We need your help urgently.

We need your help, and we promise you the first $10 will go straight to the paper NOW. As much as you can afford.

Don’t let us down. Get every cent you can.

If you don’t, we may have to let you down...

---

**Tyne railmen say ‘recall NUR conference’**

FOLLOWING the last of the Socialist Worker protests, the National Union of Railwaymen has called a special conference to reconsider the recently-negotiated ‘strike industrial relations deal’.

The conference is to be held at the end of the month, and the union has urged members to remain united.

---

**Socialists win courtroom battle**

FROM JOHN TAYLOR

POLICE ACTION in breaking up a demonstration outside the New Zealand Embassy in London on 14th October was an intervention. Police officers beat and arrested the demonstrators. The New Zealand Embassy in London was attack

---

**Rhodesia: Fearless Fred and Tiger Tim plot a sell-out**

BY OUR DIPLOMAT

LORD GOODMAN, millionnaire solicitor of Hampstead, published the sale of four million Rhodesians in his book, ‘The Rhodesian Question’, before his client and master Ian Smith on the Feam

Goodman was appointed by that wilki

---

**Massive profits forecast for engineering**

BY BRITISH WHITE

THE STOCK MARKET was worried. The govern-

---

**BRIE BRIE**

Thus, Goodman and Smith agreed, the Rhodesi

---

**PRICE**

A survey by the National Economic Development Coun-

---

**NUR conference**

The executive board of the NUR conference has

---

**Socialist Worker reporter**

HORACE CUTLER, 50. Bos of the Greater London Council, launched a vicious smear campaign on militant tenants on Tuesday. Threats and intimations are being used to prevent some tenants paying their rents and the council.

He is being accused by the GLC tenants of pocketing the full rent, including the increases imposed at the end of September.
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